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A property used by G. Gratzer and H. Lakser to describe the amalgamation class of a finitely 
generated variety of pseudo-complemented distributive lattices, and a property used by C. 
Bergman in his investigations of the amalgamation classes of varieties that are finitely generated, 
congruence distributive and semi-simple, arc here applied to arbitrary finitely generated, con- 
gruence distributive varieties. The Gratzer-Lakser property is shown to characterize the amalga- 
mation class of a finitely generated variety Yof lattices. For finite lattices, this gives an effective 
test for membership in the amalgamation class of ‘K For V=Jv, the variety generated by the pen- 
tagon, an even simpler test is found. 
Introduction 
In the first section the basic concepts are introduced, and the early history of the 
amalgamation property is recalled. The second section summarizes known facts 
about the amalgamation class of an arbitrary variety. The third section contains the 
formulation of two properties related to the amalgamation property that in certain 
instances are known to characterize the amalgamation class of a variety. Section 4 
contains technical results about congruence relations and subdirect products in con- 
gruence distributive varieties. Theorem 5.1, the central result of the paper, contains 
two characterizations of the amalgamation class of a finitely generated variety Yof 
lattices. When applied to a finite lattice, this yields an effective test for membership 
in the amalgamation class of K This result has a very simple proof, and is largely 
independent of the earlier material. Theorem 6.1 contains a simpler test, applicable 
to finite lattices, for membership in the amalgamation class of the smallest non- 
modular variety. This result depends more heavily on the earlier material. 
1. Preliminaries 
By a diagram in a class YL of relational structures we mean a quintuple 
(A,J;B,g,C) with A,B,CeX and f:A>-tB and g:A>-tC embeddings. By an 
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amalgam in X of this diagram we mean a triple (f’, g’,D) with DE W and with 
f ‘: B )+ D and g’ : C H D embeddings such that f ‘f =g’g. If such an amalgam 
exists, then we say that the diagram can be amalgamated (or is amalgamable) in SC. 
More informally, we speak of two embeddings f: A e B and g : A + C as being 
amalgamable, and refer to the pair f’ : B H D and g’ : C H D as an amalgam of f 
and g. A relational structure A EX is called an amalgamation base for SC if every 
diagram (A, S, B, g, C) in X can be amalgamated in 3. The class of all amalgamation 
bases for .X is called the amalgamation class of SC, in symbols Amal( If 
Amal =X, then X is said to have the amalgamation property. 
The amalgamation property has played a role in algebraic investigations for a 
long time. It is implicitly involved in the classical theory of field extensions. In the 
1940’s, B.H. Neumann and Hanna Neumann carried out an extensive investigation 
of free amalgamated products of groups, a concept that originated with 0. Schreier 
in the 1920’s. The property was formulated in a universal algebra setting in [3], and 
early applications can be found in [8]. The usefulness of the property has now been 
well established, but unfortunately it has also evolved that many important classes 
of relational structures fail to have this property. 
When a class X of relational structures fails to have the amalgamation property, 
then it is of interest to know which embeddings can be amalgamated in X. It has 
long been known that elementary embeddings can be amalgamated in every elemen- 
tary class. In [6, Lemma 1.81, it was shown that existentially complete embeddings 
can be amalgamated in every elementary class, and in [7] that pure embeddings can 
be amalgamated in every variety. Mostly, however, the attention has centered on the 
amalgamation class, a concept introduced in [5]. 
2. The amalgamation class of a variety 
A syntactic characterization of Amal( YZ an elementary class, can be found 
in [9, Theorem 1.31. This has not proved to be of much use as a criterion for mem- 
bership, but it has yielded some general facts about the structure of Amal( 
Other facts have been derived directly from the definition. Although many of the 
properties listed here apply to arbitrary elementary classes, we confine ourselves to 
varieties. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose ‘9’ is a non-trivial variety of algebras of finite or countable 
type. 
(i) Any pair of pure embeddings in Scan be amalgamated in T. 
(ii) Every existentially closed member of V belongs to Amal( 
(iii) If one of the two embeddings f: A >-, B and g : A H C in V is existential, 
then f and g can be amalgamated in V. 
(iv) Suppose f: A )-t A’ E Amal( If for every g : A t, C E V, f and g can be 
amalgamated in “Y, then A eArnal( 
(v) Zf f: A +A’ is existential, and if A'E Amal( then A E Amal( 
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(vi) Amal is closed under up-directed unions. 
(vii) Every A’ E Scan be embedded in some A E Amal with IA 1 I IA I+ X 0. 
(viii) Amal is a proper class. 
(ix) An algebra A E “Y belongs to Amal iff A is the up-directed union of 
countable algebras that belong to Amal( 
(x) If some reduced power of A belongs to Amal( then A E Amal( 
(xi) Every absolute retract in “Y belongs to Amal( 
(xii) If A XA’E Amal( and if A’ has a one element subalgebra, then A E 
Amal( 
(xiii) Every maximal member of VsI belongs to Amal( 
In (xiii), ?Xs, is the class of all subdirectly irreducible members of K To say that 
a member S of Vst is maximal means that S is not a proper subalgebra of any 
member of V&. 
Property (i) is proved in [7], and (ii) is an immediate consequence. A weaker form 
of (ii) is proved in [9], and most of the remaining properties can be found there. 
See also [4, p. 5231. 
The classes Amal exhibit some properties reminiscent of existential classes, 
but it seems rather doubtful that they are, in general, elementary classes. In fact, 
we do not even know whether they are closed under ultrapowers. (Notice, however, 
that by (x) the complement of Amal is closed under reduced powers.) By [2], 
the amalgamation class of a finitely generated discriminator variety is strictly ele- 
mentary. 
Although we know that the amalgamation class of a non-trivial variety is always 
a proper class, we really know very little about the members of this class. This is 
strikingly illustrated by the variety & of all modular lattices. We do not actually 
know how to construct a single member of Amal other than the trivial lattices, 
and we do not know whether Amal has any other finite members. We have 
many negative results, showing that certain lattices are not amalgamation bases for 
.M [4], but we do not know an effective way of deciding, even for a finite modular 
lattice, whether or not it is an amalgamation base. Finding such effective pro- 
cedures for quite special classes of varieties will be one of our objectives in sub- 
sequent sections, but we conclude this section by recalling a trivial, but quite useful, 
observation. 
Lemma 2.2 (Gratzer and Lakser [5, Lemma 21). A diagram (A, fo,&,f~,B1) in a 
variety Wean be amalgamated in V iff, for i E { 0, l}, and for distinct u, v E B;, there 
exist homomorphisms fd : BO --f D and f,‘: B, +D with DEW, fdfO=f,‘fi andJ’(u)# 
3. Finitely generated, congruence distributive varieties 
Suppose W is a congruence distributive variety that is finitely generated, i.e., is 
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generated by a finite algebra. Then Vs, is a finite set of finite algebras, and every 
member of this set is therefore contained in a maximal member. Actually we shall 
need three distinct notions of maximality. 
Definition 3.1. For any variety “Yof algebras, we let 
W,, = (ME “y,,: A4 has no proper extension in Vst}, 
V WMI = (ME “t/,,: A4 h as no proper essential extensions in Y,,}, 
V&t = {ME Vs,: Vsr\ {M} generates a proper subvariety of “Y}. 
We refer to the members of Y&r, WwM, and W&t respectively as maximal, weakly 
maximal, and strongly maximal members of V,,. 
While these subclasses of W,, can be defined for an arbitrary variety V, they are 
primarily of interest when they are cofinal in Vs,. This condition is certainly met 
whenever Vsr is finite. The class WWMI was introduced in [l], where it is applied to 
residually small varieties. Actually Bergman is primarily concerned with the case 
when Y is semi-simple, and therefore Ww,, = 7&t. 
We will be looking at two properties of algebras in a variety, that have been shown 
to characterize amalgamation bases in certain varieties [ 1,5]. 
Definition 3.2. An algebra A in a variety Wis said to have property (Q) if, for every 
embedding f: A F+ B E Wand every homomorphism g : A -+ ME V,,, there exists a 
homomorphism h : B -+ M with hf = g. 
Definition 3.3. For an algebra A in a variety V, we let A# be the direct product of 
all algebras A/B with 8 E Con(A) and A/BE Ws, fI Amal( and we let pA be the 
canonical homomorphism of A into A#. 
Definition 3.4. An algebra A in a variety ‘V is said to have property (P) if fiA is an 
embedding of A into A# and for every homomorphism g : A + ME VM, there exists 
homomorphism h : B --t M with hf =g. 
Observe that in testing whether A has property (Q) it is sufficient to consider 
essential embeddings A H B. Observe also that if A has property (Q), and if every 
member of VsI has an extension in WMI, then A is congruence extensile, i.e., for 
every extension BE ‘V of A, every congruence relation on A can be extended to B. 
The next theorem is a variant of [l, Lemmas 3.8 and 3. lo]. Our version of proper- 
ties (P) and (Q) differs from Bergman’s in that we use VMI where he uses WWMl. 
For that reason, our version of his result does not apply to residually finite varieties 
in general. Our variants of the properties will be more convenient when we try to 
prove that for certain varieties the sufficient conditions in the theorem are also 
necessary. 
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Theorem 3.5. (Bergman [ 1, Lemmas 3.8 and 3. lo]). Suppose Y is a finitely gener- 
ated, congruence distributive variety and A E % Each of the following conditions 
implies that A E Amal( %‘): 
(i) A has property (Q). 
(ii) A is congruence xtensile and has property (P), and A#E Amal( 
4. Congruences on subdirect products 
We begin this section with two simple observations about congruence relations on 
direct and subdirect products in a congruence distributive variety. These results were 
obtained about twenty years ago in collaboration with Comer, but were not pub- 
lished. They are probably known to others, although we are not aware of explicit 
references in the literature, The second part of the section contains results of a more 
technical nature that will be needed in the next two sections. They will be applied 
there to very special situations, but are formulated in a more general setting in the 
hope that they will eventually lead to more general versions of the partial converses 
of Theorem 3.5. 
For an arbitrary direct product of algebras, 
B = n (B;: iEZ), 
there is an obvious mapping from the lattice 
L = n (Con(Bi): i E I) 
to Con(B): With each @ EL we associate the congruence relation 
f$ = n (&: ieZ) 
where for x, y E B, 
X$y iff X(i)@iy(i) for all ieZ. 
It is easy to check that, for 4, I+Y E L, 
I$ G v iff @ 5 w. 
Hence the correspondence @ --t $ is an isomorphism from L onto Con(B) iff it is sur- 
jective. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose B is the direct product of finitely many algebras Bi, i El. Zf 
Con(B) is distributive, then the mapping @ + n (@i: i E Z) is an isomorphism from 
fl (Con(Bi): ieZ) to Con(B). 
Proof. Let ei be the kernel of the projection B + Bi. For w E Con(B), 
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by the distributivity of Con(B). By the second isomorphism theorem, there exists 
pi E Con(&) such that, for all X, y E B, 
X(W + Bi)y iff X(i)@i_Y(i). 
Consequently, 
xwy iff x(lj/+ &)y for all iEZ, 
iff X(i)~ir(i) for all iE I. 
In other words, I,V = JJ (&: i E I). 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose A is a subdirect product of finitely many algebras Bi, i E I. Zf 
Con(A) is distributive, then every congruence relation on A can be extended to a 
congruence relation on the full direct product of the algebras Bi. 
Proof. Let B= n (Bi: iel). The conclusion of the lemma amounts to saying that 
the mapping 8 -+ 8 1 A from Con(B) to Con(A) is surjective. Let pi be the kernel of 
the projection A --H Bi. Given U/E Con(A), there exists by the second isomorphism 
theorem a congruence relation Bi on B; such that, for all x, y E A, 
x(w + 0;) y iff x(i) ei y(i). 
Let e=n(&: iEZ). Then for all x,y~A, 
xOy iff x(i)f?,y(i) for all i EZ, 
iff X(I//+ @i)y for all iEZ, 
iff xwy. 
Consequently, 8 1 A = v/. 
Suppose A is an algebra whose congruence lattice is finite and distributive. The 
trivial congruence relation on A has a unique representation as an irredundant meet 
of meet irreducible congruence relations 8;, i E I. We shall call the embedding 
AH n(A/f+: ieZ) 
the canonical subdirect decomposition of A. 
Lemma 4.3. Zf A is a finite member of a congruence distributive variety, then the 
canonical subdirect decomposition of A is an essential embedding of A. 
Proof. Let 
f:AHB=~(A/&: ieZ) 
be the canonical subdirect decomposition of A, and consider a non-trivial con- 
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gruence relation @ on B. Then @ is a direct product of congruence relations 
&~Con(,4/B,). For each ill there exists I+V~ icon such that, for all U, UEA, 
2.4~;~ iff (u/19~)@;(u/@). 
Certainly Si c wi for all i E I, and since @ is non-trivial, at least one of the inclusions 
must be strict. Consequently the congruence relations wi have a non-trivial inter- 
section. Choosing U, u E A such that u # u and u Wi u for all i E I, we readily conclude 
that f(u) @f(u). 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose W is a congruence distributive variety, and suppose the algebra 
A E W is a subdirect product of finitely many algebras Bi, i E I. Then every epimor- 
phism g : A - SE VsI can be extended to an epimorphism h : n (B,: i E I) --H S. 
Proof. Let B = fl (Bi: i E I), and consider the injection f: A F-+ B and the projec- 
tions pi : B + Bi. Let 8 = ker g and & = kerpif. Since Con(A) is distributive, we 
have B = n (0 + &: i E Z), and inasmuch as A/B is subdirectly irreducible, this im- 
plies that 8= 8+ @i for some FEZ. Thus @i c 8, whence there exists a homomor- 
phism k : Bi + S with g = kpi f. Let h = kpi. 
Following [l], we denote by (A : P’) the number of non-equivalent, maximal 
essential extensions of the algebra A in the variety ?% Bergman showed that if W 
is residually small, and if A E Amal( then (A : “Y) = 1. We are interested in prop- 
erties that insure that (A : V) = 1. The property that we have chosen is probably not 
the most elegant or the most useful, but it will serve our purpose. 
Definition 4.5. Suppose ‘Y is a finitely generated, congruence distributive variety. 
An algebra A E “Y is said to be full in “Y if A is a subdirect product of strongly maxi- 
mal members of “t/sr, 
If A is finite, then the canonical subdirect decompositon of A is, up to isomor- 
phism, the only subdirect representation that is irredundant, with all the factors 
subdirectly irreducible. Consequently A is full in ‘V iff all the canonical subdirect 
factors of A are strongly maximal in Vsl. 
Theorem 4.6. Suppose %’ is a finitely generated, congruence distributive variety. Zf 
the finite algebra A is full in x then every essential extension of A in Y is full in 
V, and the canonical subdirect decomposition of A is, up to equivalence, the only 
maximal essential embedding of A in Y. 
Proof. Suppose B is an essential extension of A in V, and let 
f:AHA’=n(A/&: iel), 
g:B>-tB’=n(B/Qi: jEJ) 
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be the canonical subdirect decompositions of A and B. For each i E I, Bi is the meet 
of the congruence relations 8i + @j / A, with j E J, hence ei = 0i + @o(i) ( A for some 
o(i) E J. Thus $I,,(;) 1 A c Bi, and A/@ is therefore a homomorphic image of a sub- 
algebra of B/~,,i,. Since A/Bi is a strongly maximal member of Wst, it follows that 
A/Bi must actually be isomorphic to B/‘@,(i) under the correspondence hi that takes 
a/0i into Q/$,(i). 
The mapping o : I-+ J is injective because ho 1 A = 0,. To see that CJ is surjec- 
tive, consider the congruence relation I+V =n {@c(i): iEZ}. Then I,V ) A =O,, hence 
I,U = OB, which implies that a(Z) = J. The isomorphisms hi therefore induce an iso- 
morphism h : A’= B’. 
Each of the algebras B/~j is isomorphic to some A/8i, and is therefore a strongly 
maximal member of W,,. Hence B is full in % The embedding h-‘g: B F+ A’ agrees 
with f on A. Since B is an arbitrary essential extension of A in V, it follows that 
f is a maximal essential embedding of A in Vand is, up to equivalence, the only 
such embedding. 
5. Finitely generated varieties of lattices 
In this section we prove the following result: 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose “Yis a finitely generated variety of lattices and A E ?Y Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A E Amal( 
(ii) A has the property (Q). 
(iii) It is possible to amalgamate in “Y every pair of embeddings f: A H B E Y 
and g : A F+ A x h4, where f is essential, ME V,, and, for some homomorphism 
h:A+M, 
g(a) = (a, h(a)) for all a E A. 
It was proved in [5] that (i) and (ii) are equivalent if Wis a finitely generated variety 
of pseudocomplemented distributive lattices. The proof there makes essential use of 
the fact that the varieties have the congruence extension property. Here we must 
prove directly that a particular congruence relation can be extended. 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose V is a finitely generated variety of lattices, A E ‘V’ and ME 
WMI. Zf BE “Y is an extension of A x M, then the canonical homomorphism from 
A xM to M can be extended to a homomorphism from B onto M. 
Proof. For a E A, the mapping 
m + h,(m) = (a, m) 
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is a monomorphism from M to B. Write 
ma = (a, ml, M, = h,(M). 
For any quotient x/y in M, all the quotients x,/u, are projective to each other. This 
follows from the fact that if sit in A, then x,/u, transposes up onto x,/y, in B. 
Thus, for a fixed quotient x/y in M, a congruence relation on B either collapses all 
the quotients x,/u,, or else it collapses none of them. 
Choose a fixed critical quotient u/u in M, and choose a maximal congruence rela- 
tion B on B that does not collapse the quotients u,/u,. Since Z.&/U, is a critical 
quotient in M,, it follows that 8 identifies no two distinct members of M,. The 
mapping rn --t ma/B is therefore a monomorphism of M into B/B. From the maxi- 
mality of M, and the fact that B/B E VsI, it follows that this mapping is in fact 
an isomorphism of M onto B/B. Consequently, there exists an epimorphism 
g, : B -+ M such that g,(m,) = m for all m EM, and ker g, = 0. 
To complete the proof it suffices to show that the homomorphisms g, are equal 
to each other. In other words, it suffices to show that 
m,0m, for all s,tEA, meM. 
For m = 0 this is certainly the case, for OS/8 is the zero element of B/B. For ss t the 
claim follows from the observation that m, = m,+O,, and in the general case we 
infer that mSSm,,,em,. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Theorem 3.5, (ii) implies (i), and obviously (i) implies 
(iii). Assume that (iii) holds. Under the hypothesis of (iii), we need to show that 
there exists a homomorphism h’: B--t M with h = h’f. 
Let f’ : B )-t D and g’ : A x MF+ D be embeddings that amalgamate f and g, and 
let k : A x M++ M be the canonical epimorphism. By the lemma there exists a homo- 
morphism k’ : D--f M with k = k’g’. Letting h’= k’f ‘, we compute 
h’f = k’f’f = k’g’g = kg = h. 
Thus (ii) holds. 
k I,i k' 
M 
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Corollary 5.3. Suppose V is a finitely generated variety of lattices. For a finite lat- 
tice A E V, it is effectively decidable whether or not A E Amal( 
Proof. There exist, up to equivalence, only finitely many essential embeddings 
f: A H B E Y and only finitely many homomorphisms g : A -+ ME W,, . For each 
such pair f and g, one can effectively determine whether or not there exists a homo- 
morphism h : B --f M with g = hf. 
We have now proved a partial converse to Theorem 3.5: For the varieties under 
consideration, every amalgamation base satisfies Theorem 3.5(i). Consequently, 
every amalgamation base is congruence extensile, but are the other parts of Theorem 
3.5(ii) necessarily satisfied? In other words, is ,u~ necessarily an embedding, and is 
A# necessarily an amalgamation base? For modular varieties the answer is affirma- 
tive. This is one of the major results in [l]. In the general case, the answer is un- 
known, but we prove here two partial results. These will be used in the next section. 
Theorem 5.4. Suppose W’is a finitely generated variety of lattices. Then every direct 
product of maximal members of “y,, is an absolute retract in “Y, and hence an 
amalgamation base for V. 
Proof. Suppose A is a direct product of lattices Mi E 7&t, i E I, and consider an 
embedding f:A>-tBEW. For FEZ, let gk:A -Mk be the projection. By Lemma 
5.2, there exists a homomorphism hk: B + Mk such that gk = hkf. The homomor- 
phisms h, induce a homomorphism h: B -+ A with h,=g,h for all k EZ. Thus 
gkhf = hk f = g, for all k E I, and the mapping hf: A + A is therefore the identity. 
Lemma 5.5. Suppose A is an irredundant subdirect product of two lattices B and 
S, with S simple, and let 9 be the kernel of the projection A -H S. Then Con,,s(6), 
the congruence lattice on B x S generated by 8, is equal to lB x OS. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, 
CohS (0) = h x h 
for some QBgCon(B) and I& E Con(S). Clearly t9c 1, xOs, and from this it fol- 
lows that Gs = 0s. We need to show that GB = 1,. 
For u, v E B, define 
uR u iff (u, s), (v, s) E A for some s E S. 
Then GB is the transitive closure of R. Hence, if for s E S we let 
F(s) = {uEB: (u,s)~A}, 
then each of the sets F(s) is contained in one of the blocks of QB, and two sets 
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F(s) and F(t) are contained in the same block iff there exists a sequence s= 
TO,Tl, ***, r, = t of elements of S with F(ri) n F(r;+ r) # 0 for i = 0, I, . . . , n - 1. Since 
every member of B belongs to at least one set F(s), our problem reduces to showing 
that such elements ri always exist. It is clearly sufficient to consider the case when 
s<t. 
Since the subdirect product is irredundant, there exists distinct elements p, q E S 
such that (u, p), (u, q) EA for some u E B, i.e., such that F(p) n F(q) # 0. We may 
assume that p < q. Observe that, for all x, y, z E S, if F(x) fl F(y) # 0, then F(x + z) fl 
F(y+z)#0andf(xz)nF(yz)#O. E.g., if u~F(x) nF(y), and if we pick UEB such 
that (u,z)~A, then (u,x),(u,~)EA, hence (u+u,x+z),(u+u,~+z)EA, so that 
u + u belongs to both F(x+ z) and F(y + z). Hence if q/p projects weakly onto an 
interval q//p’, then F(p’) n F(q’) #0. From this the conclusion follows, for, by the 
simplicity of S there exists a finite sequence s=ro<rl < 0.. <r,, = t such that q/p 
projects weakly onto each of the intervals ri+r/ri. 
Theorem 5.6. Suppose ‘Y is a finitely generated variety of lattices, A E Amal( 
and A is finite. If S is a canonical subdirect factor of A, and if S is simple, then 
SEAmal( 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1 it suffices to show that, given f: S )-t TE V and g : S-+ 
ME WMI, there exists h : T-M with g= hJ Our reasoning will be guided by 
Diagram 1. 
Consider the canonical subdirect decomposition f ‘ : A 2-t B = n (Bi: i E I), and 
supposeS=Bk. Let Ck=T, Ci=Bifori#k,andC=n(Ci: iEI), andletg’:BHC 
f’ 
A‘B‘C 
Diagram 1 
be the obvious embeddings. Let p : B ++B,=S and q:C-HCk=T be the projec- 
tions, and let h’=gpf’. Since A eArnal( there exists by Theorem 5.1 a homo- 
morphism r : C--t A4 with h’= rg’f ‘. 
We want to show that there exists h : T-+ M with r = hq. Such a homomorphism 
exists just in case ker q c ker r. Now 
ker q = fl(@i: iel), ker r = n(vi: iel), 
where Qk=OC, and @i=lc,=l, for i#k, and where t+Vi E Con(Ci) for all i E I. We 
claim that Wi = lc, for i# k. Let 6 be the kernel of the projection pf’. 
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By the preceding lemma, 
Con,(f’(B)) = n (0;: i E Z) 
where @I= lBI for i#k and @; = OBk. Therefore, 
Con,(g’f’(B)) = n (I+v~: i E I) 
where t+~,!=l~,=l~, for i#k and t,~;=Oc li. Since g’f’(0) c ker r, this proves our 
claim. 
We finally compute 
hfpf’ = hqg’f’ = rg’f’ = h’ = gpf I, 
and, recalling that pf’ is an epimorphism, we conclude that hf =g. 
6. The variety JV 
We now consider the smallest non-modular variety of lattices, the variety JV 
generated by the pentagon N. Theorem 6.1 gives a necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion for a finite lattice to be an amalgamation base for JV. In the infinite case, this 
condition is necessary, but we do not know whether it is also sufficient. The final 
result, due to Bergman, completes the proof of the converse of Theorem 3.5 for this 
particular variety. 
Theorem 6.1. A finite lattice A E Jv belongs to Amal iff A is a subdirect power 
of JV and A does not have the three element chain as a homomorphic image. 
Proof. Suppose A E Amal is finite. The only subdirectly irreducible members 
of JV are N and 2. Since the simple lattice 2 is not an amalgamation base for Jv, 
it follows from Theorem 5.6 that 2 is not a canonical subdirect factor of A, and A 
is therefore a subdirect power of N. In fact, the canonical subdirect decomposition 
of A yields a representation f: AtiN’ with the top and bottom elements of A 
going into the top and bottom elements of N’. 
Now suppose A has the three element chain as a homomorphic image. Label the 
elements of N as follows: 0, p, q, r, 1, with 0 < p < r < 1 and 0 < q < 1. Then there exists 
an epimorphism g : A + { 0, p, r} . By Theorem 5.1, there exists a homomorphism 
h : N’+ N with g = hf. But h must in fact map N’ onto the chain {O,p,r}, since the 
top element of N’ goes into r. However, every homomorphic image of Nz is a 
direct product of homomorphic images of N, and the three element chain, being 
directly indecomposable and not a homomorphic image of N, cannot be represented 
in that form. 
Now suppose A is a subdirect power of N and does not have 3 as a homomorphic 
image. By Theorem 4.6, pA : A F+ A# is the canonical subdirect decomposition of A 
and is the unique maximal essential embedding of A. Every homomorphism 
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g : A + N maps A onto an isomorphic copy of one of the four lattices 1, 2, N and 
2 x 2. In the first case there clearly exists a homomorphism h : A# + N with 
h,~~ =g, in the second and third case such a homomorphism h exists by Lemma 
4.4, and the fourth case is treated by applying the second case twice. 
Example. The lattice in Fig. 1 is a subdirect product of two copies of N, but it is 
not an amalgamation base for JV, since it has a three element chain as a homomor- 
phic image. 
Theorem 6.2 (Bergman). A lattice A EJV belongs to Amal iffA is congruence 
extensile and has property (P). 
Proof. If A has property (P), then A# is a power of N, whence A#E Amal by 
Theorem 5.4. If, in addition, A is congruence extensile, then A EArnal by 
Theorem 3.5. 
Conversely, suppose A l Amal(&‘). By Theorem 5.1, A has property (Q), and is 
therefore congruence extensile. To show that A has property (P) it suffices to show 
that A is a subdirect power of N. 
We know that A has a subdirect product representation h : A F+ B = n (Bi: i E I) 
with each B; either 2 or N. Let J, = {iel: B; = N) and J2 =I \Ji. For iEZ, let 
hi : A -++ B; be the epimorphism induced by h, and let pi = ker hi. Let 0 = 
n {@i: i E 5) 3. Our objective is to prove that the assumption 6’f 0, leads to a con- 
tradiction by showing that it implies that 2 E Amal( Our argument will be based 
on Theorem 2.l(iv). 
Choosing x, y EA with x< y and xey, we define the embedding f: 2 H A by let- 
ting f(0) =x and f(1) = y. Considering an arbitrary embedding g : 2 )--r CEJV, we 
need to show that f and g can be amalgamated in ._K Let K, = {i E I: hi(x) = hi(y)} 
and K2 = I \K, , and note that Ji c K, . For i E K, , define 
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0; = Bi, J;:’ = h;, gj(u) = hi(x) for u E C. 
For i E K2, noting that Bi = 2, define 
Di = C, .6 = gh; , g;(u) = 24 for UEC. 
For each iel, x’:A +D; and g]: C ---t Di. We claim that fi’f = gig. If i E K1, then 
hi(X)=hi(_Y), and henceJ;‘f(p)=hi(x)=glg(p) for p=O, 1. If iEK2, then Bi=2, 
hi(X)=0 and hi(y)=l, and henceL’f(O)=gh,(x)=g(O) andfi’f(l)=gh;(y)=g(l), 
so that fi’f(p)=g,!g(p) for p=O, 1. 
Applying Lemma 2.2, we need to show that any two distinct members of A are 
separated by some A’, and that any two distinct members of C are separated by 
some g;. For A this holds because any two members are separated by some hi, and 
they are then also separated by the corresponding A’. For C, we use the fact that 
K,#O, and that g;= idc for ie K2. 
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